Material Master Extension for New
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Business Requirement
More often there is a business requirement of extending Material Master for one or more plant. There are
various methods which can be used to achieve this.


Extending the material Manually using MM01



Using an ABAP code by writing a BDC for MM01



Using Standard SAP provided FM’s.



Creating LSMW using Direct Input Program RMDATIND

Let’s discuss in details about various methods stated above.
Extending Material Master Manually Using MM01
The first possible way of extending the material master is by manually processing individual material using
MM01. Please see the snapshots for doing the same.
a. Call Transaction MM01 with the material number and use copy from as also the material number:
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b. Select the views to be created. Plant specific views specially.
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c.

Put the Plant and storage location in the next screen for copying from plant and copied to plant:

When clicked OK the Material would be extended for the copied to plant too.
Note: This method is easy but it requires MM01 transaction access in production environment and also it’s a tedious and
lengthy job once the number of material increases.

Using ABAP Code by Writing a BDC for MM01
If the numbers of materials are large, then we can go for a programmatic method. One of the possible ways
is writing a BDC for MM01.
a. Create a recording using Transaction SHDB for MM01.
b. Use select query to fetch the Materials for the particular Copying Plant (Plant from which material
needs to be extended)
c. Use the recording in the program to update the material master.
Note: This method not usually used as BDC for material master is not recommended by SAP. The View selection
sequence changes for different material type.
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Using ABAP Code by Using SAP Provided Standard FM's
Another possible way of achieving it programmatically is using SAP standard BAPI’s such as
MATERIAL_MAINTAIN_DARK
a. Use select query on table MARA, MARC, MBEW and MARD for plant specific data.
b. Fill the tables of FM from the data fetched in step a. and replace the plant with the new plant.

c.

Call the FM with the data and the material would be extended for the new plant.

Note: This method is a bit tedious if you have custom fields (Z fields) in material master. As these are standard
structures, they don't have custom fields by default. The possible of achieving the Material master extension using
the above method is to extend each structure associated with the tables. For e.g. MARC_EUB needs to be
extended if Custom fields of the table MARC also need to be updated.
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Using LSMW Direct Input Program RMDATIND
One of the good ways of achieving the material master extension is using LSMW.
a. Call Transaction LSMW. Create Project, Sub-Project and Object.
In step 1 of LSMW ' Maintain Object Attributes' use Standard Batch/Direct Input method and choose
the program RMDATIND
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b. In step 2 and step 3 of LSMW. Create the source Structure and maintain the source fields which
needs to be copied for new plant.

c.

In step 4 of LSMW, Maintain the Structure relationship.
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d. In step 5 of LSMW. Maintain Field Mapping and Conversion Rules. Fill the structure BMM00 and
BMMH1.
BMM00 needs to be filled with View specific indicators too.

Views can be selected based on the value of PSTAT coming from table MARC.

The code Snippet for the same is:
FORM ur_view_sel
USING p_in1
p_in2
CHANGING p_out.
IF p_in1 CS p_in2.
P_OUT = 'X'.
ELSE.
p_out = ' '.
ENDIF.
ENDFORM.

"ur_VIEW_SEL

Fill BMMH1 structure with the corresponding fields which needs to be updated.
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e. In the next steps of LSMW. Specify the file, assign the files, Display the read data, Convert the Data
and Then Display the converted data.
f. In last step of LSMW. Start Direct Input Program RMDATIND
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Execute the program and the material would be extended for new plant.
Note: This method also has the overhead for Custom fields (Z fields), if they are present in the material master. In this
case BMMH1 structure can be extended and all the Z fields can be included in the same. Difference between the
FM method and this method is that only one structure needs to be extended in this case rather than all the
structures pertaining to tables.
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Related Content
www.sdn.sap.com
www.help.sap.com
www.service.sap.com
For more information, visit the ABAP homepage.
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Disclaimer and Liability Notice
This document may discuss sample coding or other information that does not include SAP official interfaces and therefore is not
supported by SAP. Changes made based on this information are not supported and can be overwritten during an upgrade.
SAP will not be held liable for any damages caused by using or misusing the information, code or methods suggested in this document,
and anyone using these methods does so at his/her own risk.
SAP offers no guarantees and assumes no responsibility or liability of any type with respect to the content of this technical article or
code sample, including any liability resulting from incompatibility between the content within this document and the materials and
services offered by SAP. You agree that you will not hold, or seek to hold, SAP responsible or liable with respect to the content of this
document.
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